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Called for Purpose
Church means gathering, but it’s a gathering of “called out ones”... those called out for a purpose to bless the 

wider community. Our purpose can never be for ourselves. We can’t exist without a purpose that looks towards 

the edges of the kingdom. This is our calling and we should release the people of God to BE the church of 

Christ in accordance with their calling.

In Acts 19, “ecclesia” is a town council: a civil body in Ephesus. The Greek word “ecclesia” is correctly defined as: 

“The called-out (ones)” [ECC = out; KALEO = call]. Thus, you can see how this word was used to indicate a civil 

body of select (called, elected) people.

To release people into their calling to be the church of Jesus, we need an irreducible minimum for what the 

church must be. A beginning, not a box. 

Our Definition: Microchurch
The New Testament Church is simple, small, fluid...and powerful. 

Where we see worship, community and mission overlap, we are 

seeing the church of Jesus. Simply put, a microchurch is a small 

community of believers, who love Jesus as Lord and Savior and 

engage in his mission. Jesus people love him as king with their 

lives, are in relationships with maturing believers, while seeking 

to expand the rule and reign of Jesus. God is drawing people 

to himself and has sent the church to find the lost, invite them 

to follow Jesus, and then send them out to do the same. The 

dual effect of discipleship (calling them to follow, then sending 

them to go) rest at the heart of God’s mission in the world. To whom are you sent? Any one microchurch can’t 

reach “everyone”. So every microchurch must define a people, or a place, but ultimately the calling comes 

from God. As the microchurch walks towards their calling they must clarify and contextualize how to manifest 

worship, community and mission. This implies missional creativity and diverse methodology for microchurches. 

For example, your methods for reaching reach middle-school black girls and stripclub bouncers will be vastly 

different, and therefore the ecclesial minimum needs to be contextualized around those missional concerns. 

Take a minute as a microchurch to identify how you manifest Worship, Community and Mission in ways 
that align with the calling Jesus has given you.
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Microchurch Assessment
Take a few minutes as a microchurch to evaluate your ecclesial minimum, marking how accurately each 

statement describes your microchurch on a scale of 1 to 5 (most accurate). Everyone has good and bad 

seasons so don’t worry, this is just a way for you to discern next season’s steps towards being the church Jesus 

is calling you to be.
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Category Score

Limiting Church
As you evaluate your microchurch take time to discern these 

dangers of limiting the church to our favorite component.

Only Worship: Hypocrisy
If our spiritual life is confined to a privatized worship that is sincere 

but does not lead us into mission or into deep relationships with 

others we face the threat of hypocrisy. As we are offering ourselves 

to God but then not putting into practice what his presence and 

his word would naturally require.

Only Community: Idolatry
If we pursue deep relationship but fail to live those relationships in the light of the mission of God or submit 

those relationships to the headship of Jesus then we risk idolatry. Deep relationships that are unmediated by a 

concern for the kingdom and mission of God will take over our hearts taking a place that should only belong to 

God. These unbalanced relationships will quickly become unhealthy and detrimental to our spiritual life.

Only Mission: Pride
If our spiritual life is confined to independently pursuing mission but not open, accountable friendships or 

dependence on God then we risk becoming our own God. Taking the mission on ourselves without realizing our 

need for God or the people of God will certainly lead to error and egomania. 
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